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Abstract: 
Study of ��:843���9�������* nitrogenase MoFe protein identified Fe6 of FeMo-cofactor (Fe7S9MoC-
homocitrate) as a critical N2 binding/reduction site. Freeze-trapping this enzyme during Ar turnover 
captured the key catalytic intermediate in high occupancy, denoted E4(4H), which has accumulated 4[e-

/H+] as two bridging hydrides, Fe2-H-Fe6 and Fe3-H-Fe7, and protons bound to two sulfurs. E4(4H) is 
poised to bind/reduce N2 as driven by mechanistically-coupled H2 reductive-elimination of the hydrides. 
This process must compete with ongoing hydride protonation (HP), which releases H2 as the enzyme 
relaxes to state E2(2H), containing 2[e-/H+] as a hydride and sulfur-bound proton; accumulation of E4(4H) 
in ��:843 is enhanced by HP suppression. EPR and 95Mo ENDOR spectroscopies now show that resting-
state ��:843 enzyme exists in two conformational states, both in solution and as crystallized, one with 
wild type (WT)-like FeMo-co and one with perturbed FeMo-co. These reflect two conformations of the 
Ile residue, as visualized in a reanalysis of the X-ray diffraction data of ��:843 and confirmed by 
computations. EPR measurements show delivery of 2[e-/H+] to the E0 state of the WT MoFe protein and 
to both ��:843 conformations generates E2(2H) that contains the Fe3-H-Fe7 bridging hydride; 
accumulation of another 2[e-/H+] generates E4(4H) with Fe2-H-Fe6 as the second hydride.  E4(4H) in WT 
enzyme and a minority ��:843 E4(4H) conformation as visualized by QM/MM computations relaxes to 
resting-state through two HP steps that reverse the formation process: HP of Fe2-H-Fe6 followed by 
slower HP of Fe3-H-Fe7, which leads to transient accumulation of E2(2H) containing Fe3-H-Fe7. In the 
dominant ��:843 E4(4H) conformation, HP of Fe2-H-Fe6 is passively suppressed by the positioning of 
the Ile sidechain; slow HP of Fe3-H-Fe7 occurs first and the resulting E2(2H) contains Fe2-H-Fe6. It is 
this HP suppression in E4(4H) that enables ��:843 MoFe to accumulate E4(4H) in high occupancy. In 
addition, HP suppression in ��:843 E4(4H) kinetically unmasks hydride reductive-elimination without 
N2-binding, a process that is precluded in WT enzyme.
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Materials and Methods.

The Azotobacter vinelandii strains DJ 995, DJ1373, and DJ884 expressing the wild-type (WT), 
�-V70I MoFe protein, and the Fe protein, respectively, were grown and the corresponding proteins were 
prepared and characterized as previously described.6,13 The samples employed to acquire the EPR and 
ENDOR spectra presented below are specified in Table S1. 

The �-V70I, 95Mo-MoFe protein used for preparation of crystals for EPR measurements was 
stored in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris, pH 8, 250 mM NaCl, and 2 mM dithionite buffer. Crystals were 
obtained in about 2 weeks using a micro-capillary batch diffusion method, set up under anaerobic 
conditions in an MBraun anaerobic chamber, as previously described.5,14 The crystals were harvested in 
an anaerobic Coy chamber, washed with crystallization buffer (diluted with 50 mM Tris, pH 8, 150 mM 
NaCl to mimic crystallization conditions), and the slurry was loaded into Q-band tubes and quickly frozen 
in liquid nitrogen. 

X-band EPR spectra were measured on an ESP 300 Bruker spectrometer equipped with an 
Oxford ESR 900 liquid helium flow cryostat. Obtained spectra were simulated with EasySpin software.15 
Q-band CW EPR and pulse ENDOR spectra were acquired at 2 K on spectrometers equipped with liquid 
helium immersion Dewars as described elsewhere.16,17

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to refine the X-ray data of the �-V70I variant. 
Simulations were performed using the protocol described in Ref 18 augmented by umbrella sampling to 
estimate the relative free energy of potentential �-V70I conformations. Quantum chemical calculation 
based on density functional theory were performed to further refine the structure of the E0 and E4(4H) 
states. These calculations were performed on truncated models of the catalytic pocket as described in Ref. 
18 and adopted the  BP86 exchange and correlation functional 19-21 and the def2-TZVP basis set22 for all 
atoms with the addition of an effective corepotential for Mo.23
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Results and Discussion

�-V70I substitution introduces a MoFe protein conformational equilibrium: 

We compared the frozen-solution EPR and 95Mo ENDOR spectra of the WT and �-V70I MoFe 
proteins in the E0 resting state, and further compared the EPR spectrum of �-V70I in frozen solution with 
that in crystals. The EPR spectrum of WT E0 resting-state frozen solutions exhibits a single S = 3/2 signal, 
named 1a,24 with measured g’-values relative to a fictitious spin S’ = ½ are, g’ = [4.33, 3.65, 2.01], and 
similarly for single crystals.25 26 In contrast, the �-V70I resting state, both in frozen solution and in a 
frozen polycrystalline slurry, exhibits EPR signals from two conformers of the FeMo-co with different 
rhombicity. One has an EPR spectrum with essentially the same g’-values as WT enzyme E0/1a, while the 
other has higher rhombicity, with g’1 = 4.53 (Fig 3, left); this perturbed conformation is denoted, E0/1a’. 
As seen in Fig 3, comparable amounts of the two conformers are trapped in frozen solution and in the 
crystals of the crystalline slurry. However, the relative abundances of the two conformers can vary with 
sample, which we attribute to the trapping of various non-equilibrium populations. 

Figure 3. Left, X-band EPR of frozen solutions of WT and �-V70I MoFe proteins in 
the E0  resting state, and of a polycrystalline slurry of the latter; dashed lines are 
EasySpin simulation deconvoluting two conformer of the �-V70I solution resting state. 
Right, Q-band Davies 95Mo ENDOR of the proteins prepared with 95Mo labeling of 
FeMo-cofactor. Shown 95Mo hyperfine couplings were obtained as described in the text 
and signed as described in ref 27.  EPR conditions: temperature, 3.8 K; microwave 
frequency, ~9.36 GHz; microwave power, 0.5 mW; modulation amplitude, 13 G; time 
constant, 160 ms; field sweep speed, 33 G/s. ENDOR conditions: temperature, 2 K; 
microwave frequency, 34.78 GHz (�-V70I) and 34.72 GHz (WT); Davies sequence, 
t(�/2) = 40 ns, � = 600 ns, RF 40 �s; repetition time, 5 ms; spectra were taken with 
noise broaden RF bandwidth and 20 MHz RF filter.

95Mo (I = 5/2)  Davies ENDOR spectra collected at fields where the EPR spectra of the two 
conformers overlap show distinct mI = ±1/2 doublets from the two conformers (Fig 3, right).27 Only one 
doublet is seen at g’1 = 4.53, where only the higher-rhombicity E0/1a’ signal is present. That doublet is 
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centered at A’(obs)/2 = 6.98 MHz, which corresponds to the hyperfine coupling in the S  = 3/2 
representation of, A1 = A’(obs)*(2/g’) = 6.16 MHz. This observation of a signal from a single conformer 
allows assignment of the ENDOR spectra to the appropriate S = 3/2 EPR conformer signal where the EPR 
spectra overlap. At g’1 = 4.36 for the WT conformer, its doublet is centered at A’(obs)/2 = 4.98 MHz and 
corresponds to A1 = 4.57 MHz, essentially the same value previously obtained from 95Mo ENDOR of WT 
resting state.28 Thus, the influence on FeMo-co of the perturbation associated with the conformation of the 
large Ile side chain as seen in the E0 FeMo-co EPR signal, extends to the Mo site of the cofactor. 

Crystal structure of /�����$ 

Encouraged by the finding that the ��:843 variant exists in two substates, both in crystals and 
frozen solution, the structure of the ��:843 variant5 was revisited. In this structure the electron density 
maps of the Ile are ambiguous, and we now find 
the assignment of two conformations at this 
position, Fig 4 refines as well, if not better, than 
the single conformation previously assigned. 
MD simulations based on empirical force fields 
also indicate two conformers, separated by a 
free energy barrier of 40 kJ/mol, with conformer 
1 of Fig 4 being about 5 kJ/mol more stable in 
free energy than conformer 2. Refinement of the 
two conformers using DFT confirms this result. 
The energy difference from the MD simulations 
yields relative population of 88% and 12%, but 
given the uncertainties in relative energies of the 
two conformers, the computations are 
compatible with the roughly 1:1 population ratio 
of the two conformers indicated by both the 
solution and crystal EPR measurements.

The ethyl arm of the ��3��84 sidechain 
approaches S2B more closely in conformer 1 
(3.0 Å) than in the other (4.3 Å), Fig 4.  We 
propose that this latter conformer corresponds to 
the perturbed conformer seen spectroscopically, with its g’-shift and 95Mo hyperfine changes for the E0 
conformer of the variant, and that these are caused by the sidechain interactions with FeMo-co, in 
particular with S2B. We further propose that FeMo-co in the other conformer 2 exhibits properties seen in 
E0 of the WT enzyme, which thus represents the unperturbed conformer.

"����� conformational interconversion, N2 reduction and E4(4H) accumulation

The substitution of the  ��:84� which ‘sits’ over Fe6 of FeMo-co, by isoleucine, with its larger 
sidechain, causes the specific activity for N2 reduction to 2NH3 to decrease by ~ 2/3, with an even greater 
decrease in specific activity for acetylene reduction.4 This effect established that N2 and C2H2 react at Fe6, 
with the isoleucine sidechain interfering with their access. The observation that the ��:843 variant shows 
two distinct E0 conformers modulates the interpretation of its decreased specific activity for N2 reduction 
by suggesting that ambient-temperature turnover likewise involves multiple conformers, and that they 
have different reactivities. As one possible limiting interpretation,  E4(4H) would also exhibit two types of 
conformers (‘two-conformer limit’) at ambient temperature, one showing WT reactivity (R conformers), 
the other with N2 binding blocked (U conformers). In an opposing limit, at ambient there would be an 
ensemble of conformational states with a range of degrees of N2 inhibition. In this case, the crystal-
structure and solution results would then imply that this ensemble collapses upon cooling/crystallization 
into two sub-ensembles/conformers. This issue is addressed below in measurements of the kinetics of loss 
of E0 during low-flux Ar turnover of WT and ��:843 MoFe protein.

As shown in the kinetic scheme of Fig 1, N2 binds to E4(4H) with concerted reductive elimination 
(re) of its two bridging hydrides as H2. It is simple to show that if E4(4H) exhibits the two-conformer limit 

Figure 4. Refined structure of ��:843 variant with 
Ile conformers 1 (left) and 2 (right). Distances (in 
Å) are shown from the Ile delta carbons to the S2B 
and Fe6 of the FeMo-co. The FeMo-co atoms are 
colored as follows: Sulfurs in yellow, central 
carbide in dark gray, irons in rust, and Mo in teal.
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at ambient temperature, one showing WT reactivity (R conformer), the other being unreactive (U 
conformer), then the rate constant for N2-binding/reductive-elimination would be reduced by s = 1/(1 + 
Kc), where Kc = [U]/[R] is the equilibrium ratio between interconverting U and R conformers. The 
measured s ~ 1/3 during catalytic N2 reduction at ambient temperatures then would imply Kc ~ 2. These 
two conformers presumably correspond to the two observed in frozen-solution and crystals of the resting-
state enzyme. In the following measurements, we examine conformational contributions to reactivity by 
examining frozen solutions, and as encouraged by low-flux measuremens to be described, discuss them in 
terms of the two-conformer limit.

Rapid freeze quench and the reaction of reduced Fe-protein with ��V70I conformers: To test 
the reactivity of the reduced Fe protein with the ��:843 conformers, Fe-protein � ��:843 MoFe-protein 
electron transfer was studied by rapid-freeze-quench (RFQ) techniques, in which solutions of reduced Fe 
protein (Fe-red) and ��:843 MoFe were rapidly mixed with ATP to initiate electron transfer, then frozen 
at predetermined times subsequently: 35, 320, and 1600 ms (Fig 5). The early-time sample shows that 

during reduction of E0 ��:843 MoFe the signals from the two frozen-state conformers decrease in 
parallel, with roughly 2/3 of each having been reduced by 35 ms while the 1b signal of the E2(2H) state 
appears concomitantly. Thus, the two conformers show the same rate of electron accumulation.  The 
E2(2H)/1b signal increases through 320 ms of reaction and then decreases along with further decrease of 
the E0 conformer signals in favor of accumulation of the E4(4H) state, which appears after 1600 ms (not 
shown). The E4(4H) accumulation in ��:843 is much greater than seen for WT enzyme, indicating that 
this is associated with the presence of the perturbed ��:843 conformer E0/1a’. 

Population estimates of the high spin states obtained as described previously29 show that in the 
RFQ time range of 35 – 320 ms, the combined population of E0/1a and E0/1a’ states decreases to ~40% 
and stays unchanged, while population of E2(2H)/1b accounts for ~20%. This distribution is consistent 
with populations of E0/1a and E2(2H)/1b previously observed in similar RFQ experiment for WT 
enzyme,30 and is roughly in accordance with prediction of the Lowe and Thorneley kinetic model.31 
Considering that none of the other E2(2H) signals discussed below are seen in spectra of RFQ samples, it 
can be concluded that both ��V70I conformers - E0/1a and E0/1a’ - form only E2(2H)/1b upon two-fold 

reduction.

Figure 5. EPR spectra of rapid freeze quenched samples 
prepared during ��:843 Ar turnover under high electron 
flux (MoFe protein: Fe protein = 1 : 10). Solid red lines 
are EasySpin simulations, which are sums of 
contributions from 1a, 1a’, and 1b as discussed in text. 
Dashed red lines exhibit the contributions of E2(2H)/1b.  
EPR conditions: the same as in Figure 3.
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those for ��:843 when freeze-trapped during Ar turnover under the modestly low electron flux 
([Fe]/[MoFe] ~ 1) that previously was used in order to achieve MoFe protein concentrations high enough 
for EPR and ENDOR study.8 This shows that it is HP-suppression in E4(4H) of the ��:843 perturbed 
conformation that leads to freeze-trapping of E4(4H) in much higher occupancy (~ 50 % or greater) than 
for WT enzyme. 

With such suppression of HP in ��:843� it can be inferred (i) that electron-delivery to the HP-
inhibited conformation controls its accumulation of E4(4H), (ii) that the occupancy of the E4(4H) state in 
the ��:843 protein freeze-quenched under Ar turnover is a rather faithful measure of the occupancy of the 
HP-inhibited conformation at ambient temperatures, and (iii) that the interconversion between the 
conformers is slow, in keeping with the large activation energy calculated for interconversion. In 
principle, of course a conformational equilibrium will in general be temperature dependent, but this 
process is not altering the present measurements. Thus, electron delivery from the Fe protein to MoFe 
protein is relatively slow at ambient temperature, slows with cooling, and it is completely quenched on 
freezing the aqueous buffer solutions, which occurs not far below 0 ºC. Therefore, during the rapid 
quench-freezing of an aqueous-buffer enzyme solution in dry-ice/acetone or liquid nitrogen, it would be 
impossible to deliver enough electrons to MoFe to significantly increase the E4(4H) occupancy as 
measured, and thus alter the inferred occupancies, while cooling would further slow interconversion. 

E2(2H) states accumulated in turnover and during cryoannealing

Numerous intermediates have been freeze-trapped during turnover of WT and ��:843 MoFe 
proteins, and cryoannealing measurements have been instrumental in determining the En-state they 
represent.11,12,29 This subsection first describes the formation of En states n = 2, 4, for WT and ��:843 
MoFe and phenomena observed during their cryoannealing, then analyzes their cryoannealing kinetics.

WT enzyme:  When the electron flux is increased by decreasing the MoFe/Fe ratio from the 
extreme 100/1 value, but the flux nonetheless remains low enough to keep the highly-reduced WT states 
E3(3H) and E4(4H) essentially depopulated, the most populated EPR-active intermediate trapped by 
freeze-quench of WT enzyme during  turnover under Ar is the S = 3/2 state with EPR signal of low 
rhombicity (g1 = 4.21, g2 = 3.76), known as 1b.24 The identification of the 1b signal with E2(2H) had been 
made through the observation that during cryoannealing this signal directly converts into the E0 resting 
state signal 1a in a single step, with KIE ~ 3 associated with the protonation of a hydride bound to the 
cofactor of E2(2H)/1b with concomitant release of H2.29

There is another S = 3/2 conformer of the E2(2H) state, with EPR signal of higher rhombicity, �U 
= [4.69, �3.20, ~2] and historically named 1c.24 In freeze-trapped WT turnover samples the 1c signal 
usually is even of lower amplitude than 1b, and is not easy to study. However its assignment to E2(2H) 
was first indicated by the observation that 1c decays in a single step during cryoannealing, with relaxation 
characteristics similar to those of the E2(2H)/1b relaxation.29 The definitive assignment of 1c to an E2(2H) 
state was achieved through photolysis experiments, which interconvert 1b and 1c, confirming that both 
signals arise from E2(2H) conformers.33
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visualized in Scheme 1, WT E4(4H) then converts to  E2(2H)/1b, which in turn relaxes to E0, with time 
constants listed in Table 1. Of particular note, the -50 ºC cryoannealing process for WT enzyme exhibits 
a sharp, ~60-fold difference in the time constants for HP in E4(4H) =X4

HP ~ 6 m) and in E2(2H) =X2
HP ~ 330 

m). It is this sharply slower relaxation of E2(2H)/1b compared to its formation that causes its buildup with 
subsequent slower decay during cryoannealing. The time constant for relaxation of WT E2(2H)/1b to E0 at 
-20 ºC also was measured, and found to to be 30 times faster, Table 1.8,12

Table 1
Cryoannealing/Relaxation 
Time-constants

T -50ºC -20ºC

Variant WTc V70I WT V70Id

X4
HP

(a) 6 � 600f - 13

X2
HP

(b) 330 ~10e 870

(a) Estimates from stretched-exponential fits; (b) exponential 
fit; (c) ref 8; (d) ref 12; (e) unpublished;  (f) estimated (see 
text). Note: arrows indicate HP time-constants assigned to 
Fe3-H-Fe7 (see text)

The ��:843 E4(4H) likewise relaxes to E0 in a two-step process that exhibits the buildup then 
decay of E2(2H), both steps exhibiting a KIE associated with HP and H2 release.12 However, although as 
noted above, the properties of the E4(4H) state in ��:843 are identical to those for WT MoFe, in perhaps 
the most dramatic consequence of the ��:843 substitution, cryoannealing ��:843 E4(4H) does not 
produce the E2(2H)/1b state formed during relaxation of WT E4(4H), but instead forms the high-
rhombicity state E2(2H)/hr, which accumulates then relaxes to E0, Scheme 1. 

The cryoannealing kinetics of the ��:843 variant also show a second remarkable consequence of 
the substitution: as anticipated above from the buildup of E4(4H) during turnover, both steps of E4(4H) 
relaxation through HP are dramatically slower than in the WT enzyme. Thus, during cryoannealing of ��
V70I E4(4H) at -50 ºC, the temperature used for WT, relaxation was so slow that it was impracticable to 
carry out this process. Instead, to monitor the annealing process for ��:843 it was necessary to speed up 
the process by increasing the annealing temperature from -50 ºC to -20 ºC, and even at this more-elevated 
temperature the time constants for both annealing steps of ��:843 are more than twice as large as for WT 
at -20 ºC (Table 1). It should be noted that before choosing -20 ºC for ��:843� lower temperatures were 
tested. With short 5 min annealing steps, no significant loss of the E4(4H) signal intensity was observed 
for T � -30 ºC, meaning that at each temperature, the time constant for E4(4H) � E2(2H) conversion 
during cryoannealing  of ��:843 must be extremely large compared to that for WT. To put this in context, 
assuming we could not have detected a decrease in intensity of E4(4H) beyond reproducibility error in 
EPR recording (less than 5%) for 5 min at –50 ºC, then the decay-time of E4(4H) in ��:843 at this 
temperature must be at least 100-fold greater that that for WT.  

It thus appears that the two time constants for relaxation steps of E4(4H) in ��:843  are increased 
by comparable factors of ca 100-fold compared to those for WT, accidentally keeping the ~60 fold 
difference between the time constants for the two steps observed for WT. However, as a foreshadowing 
that the situation will below prove to be more complex, the time-constant for the second relaxation step in 
WT enzyme at -20 ºC, namely X2

HP(WT), for the E2(2H)/1b Y E0 relaxation, is essentially the same as 
that for the first hydride protonation in ��:843 at -20 ºC, X4

HP =��:843> for the relaxation, E4(4H) Y 
E2(2H)/hr, and this is likewise true for relaxation at -50 ºC) (See Table 1). These observations will be 
shown below to be arise because the influence of the ��:843 substitution is to dramatically slow the HP 
of the Fe2-H-Fe6 hydride, strongly increasing it’s time-constant for HP at a given temperature without 
significant influence on the Fe3-H-Fe7 hydride, Table 1. Such an effect would cause the WT and ��:843 
variant to follow the alternative cryoannealing pathways as shown in Scheme 1, with the first step in the 
relaxation of E4(4H) involving a different hydride in the two variants, Fe2-H-Fe6 in WT but Fe3-H-Fe7 in 
��:843� and therefore with different products –  E2(2H)/1b in WT, but E2(2H)/hr in ��:843
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exhibits conformation(s) that passively block substrate access to the site of reaction, Fe6, rather than 
actively altering the reactivity of Fe6. The original report of the ��:843 structure, analyzed in terms of a 
single Ile conformation, further considered two possible explanations for the increase in the time-constant 
for HP in E4(4H) that causes the efficient trapping of E4(4H) during Ar turnover of this variant.5 Both 
explanations involve mutation-induced suppression of proton delivery to FeMo-co. One postulates the 
methyl group of isoleucine blocks protonation of the Fe2-H-Fe6 hydride by an H+ from ��-�6%
 In the 
other, the enlarged residue blocks H+ flow from waters adjacent to R-homocitrate. However, the E4(4H) 
intermediate has two bridging hydrides, with each having an adjacent sulfur-bound protons available to 
protonate the hydride. Thus, additional proton delivery to the E4(4H) form of FeMo-co from the active-
site surroundings is unnecessary for HP.

 Instead, QM computations now performed with the ��:843 substitution strongly support a third 
explanation for how this modification enhances accumulation of E4(4H). As visualized above in Fig 2, 
our previous computations9,34  showed the bond between Fe2 and protonated S2B is hemilabile, and the 
Fe2-S2B bond breaks to create a terminal Fe6-S2B-H sulfhydryl, which ‘swings away’ from its position 
in E0 (Fig 8). 35 36 QM refinement of E4(4H) in ��:843 now indicates that Ile70 can adopt two 
conformations (Fig 8), as observed for E0 (Fig 4), with conformation 1 of E4(4H) favored over 
conformation 2 by 25 kJ/mol rather than only 5 kJ/mol as in E0. 

Firstly, with the H-S2B sulfhydryl of E4(4H) ‘swung out’, the Ile sidechain of the dominant 
conformation 1  would not interact with it, in contrast to the interaction with bridging S2B in E0, offering 
an explanation for the absence of substitution-induced changes in the properties of E4(4H), which are seen 
for E0. Secondly, and of perhaps greater importance, this offers the explanation for the substitution-
induced change in E4(4H) HP reactivity. The HP process for E4(4H) FeMo-co containing the Fe-S2B-H 
fragment must involve rotation of the S2B-H back towards Fe2, to bring the  H+ on sulfur  into contact 
with  the Fe2-H-Fe6 hydride, and computations by Thorhallson and Bjornsson indicate the same situation 
occurs for HP of this hydride in the E2(2H) state.37 However, given the conformational flexibility of the 
Ile side chain proximate to Fe6 in the crystal of resting-state ��:843� Fig 4, we propose that in E4(4H) the 
sidechain adopts a conformation that is a variant of conformation 1 of Fig 4, in which its C	1 methyl 
group sterically, but passively, blocks the repositioning of the S2B-H sulfhydryl (transient re-formation of 
the Fe6-S2B bond) that precedes protonation of Fe2-H-Fe6 by the S2B proton. This passive blocking, 
illustrated in Scheme 2, can be viewed as analogous to the sidechain’s passive blocking of the approach 
of N2 to Fe6, and would not create substitution-induced changes in the properties of E4(4H). 

We propose it is this steric obstruction that causes the time-constant for HP of hydride Fe2-H-Fe6 
during cryoannealing to increase dramatically from its value in WT enzyme, becoming roughly 60-fold 
longer than for HP of the Fe3-H-Fe7 hydride, and leading to a lengthening of the time-constant for HP of 
Fe2-H-Fe6 by 3-4 orders of magnitude. Such a decrease in reactivity would make this conformation 
effectively unreactive to HP, thereby enabling the buildup of E4(4H) seen with freeze-quench. 

 This  analysis in turn implies that the first step in cryoannealing E4(4H) trapped in the HP-
suppressed conformation of  the ��:843 variant, denoted E4(4H)I, is protonolysis of the Fe3-H-Fe7 
hydride, with a time constant largely unchanged by the substitution from that of the second HP of WT, 
Scheme 2, Table 1. This creates the E2(2H)/hr conformer that retains the Fe2-H-Fe6 hydride, not 
E2(2H)/1b as forms by relaxation in WT enzyme. The Fe2-H-
Fe6 hydride eventually undergoes its sterically-hindered, slow 
HP with release of H2, probably enabled by repositioning of 
the Ile sidechain, returning the enzyme to the E0 state.

This proposal not only identifies hydride Fe2-H-Fe6 as 
undergoing the first hydride protonation of WT E4(4H), 
Scheme 2; it further identifies the E2(2H)/1b state, which is 
both trapped during turnover and produced by 
cryoannealing/relaxation of WT E4(4H), as containing the 
bridging Fe3-H-Fe7 hydride. In short this proposal for the 
behavior of the ��:843 variant implies that electron/proton 

Figure 9. Best QM/MM structures of 
E4(4H) have two bridging hydrides, 
from report by, and with figure 
adapted from, ref 36. Fe atoms are 
colored rust, S atoms yellow, H atoms 
green, Mo atom teal, and C atom gray.  
The calculated lowest energy state is 
shown on the left and the proposed 
structure from ENDOR on the right. 
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Why would E4(2H)* form during Ar turnover of ��:843� but not WT turnover? As indicated in 
Scheme 3, direct hydride reductive elimination from E4(4H) to form E4(2H)* must occur in kinetic 
competition with hydride protonation. The observation that ��:843 under Ar turnover exhibits even a low 
level of re from E4(4H)I to form E4(2H)* (Fig 10)  thus implies that in the WT enzyme this process is 
kinetically outcompeted by the far more rapid hydride protonation of E4(4H). In short, it appears that in 
the HP-suppressed ��:843 conformation that accumulates a high population of E4(4H) the time constant 
for HP is increased to such an extent that E4(2H)* can accumulate to very low, but observable levels.

 
Summary

The present measurements show that the ��:843 substitution creates two types of active-site 
conformations in the resting-state (E0) enzyme, as visualized by reanalysis of the ��:843 crystal structure 
and QM/MM computations, Fig 4. The measurements as supported by computations further suggest 
accumulation of E4(4H) is enhanced in ��:843 because this state exhibits sidechain conformation(s) in 
which steric hindrance by the isoleucine C	1 passively blocks protonation of the Fe2-H-Fe6 hydride by 
the proton on S2B (Scheme 2). Prior DFT computations of E4(4H) indicate that the Fe2-S2B bond in this 
state is hemilable and breaks to form an Fe6-S2B-H sulfhydryl that ‘swings away’ from the cofactor (Fig 

2), while the current QM/MM computations of the E4(4H) state identify a dominant Ile conformer, Fig 8, 
in which we propose that the Ile C	1 blocks the ‘swing-back’ of the Fe6-S2B-H and Fe2-S2B rebinding 
necessary to bring the sulfhydryl proton and hydride in proximity for HP as visualized in Scheme 2. As 
an alternative possibility, based on computations of Cao and Ryde, C	1 blocks repositioning of the proton 
on an intact Fe2-SH-Fe6 moiety, Fig 9. As a result of the steric interference inferred for either model, the 
time-constant for spontaneous protonation of the Fe2-H-Fe6 hydride, as measured during E4(4H) 
cryoannealing, is increased by 3-4 orders of magnitude, thereby changing the order in which the two 
hydrides are protonated on the 2-step cryoannealing relaxation pathway to E0 (Scheme 2). 

As further visualized in Scheme 2, both WT and ��:843 variant accumulate four electrons to 
form the E4(4H) Janus intermediate (Fig 1) through a pathway that leads through the doubly-reduced 
E2(2H)/1b intermediate, which stores its two accumulated electrons as an Fe3-H-Fe7 hydride bridge, then 
proceeds to form E4(4H), with two hydride bridges, Fe3-H-Fe7 and Fe2-H-Fe6. During relaxation of 
E4(4H) in WT enzyme, HP of Fe2-H-Fe6 forms E2(2H)/1b, which contains Fe3-H-Fe7; in E4(4H) of ��
V70I, HP of Fe3-H-Fe7 forms E2(2H)/hr, which contains Fe2-H-Fe6, Scheme 2. 

The suppression of HP in the E4(4H) state of ��:843 by passive sidechain obstruction, as 
schematized in Scheme 2, is then responsible for the ability to freeze-trap a high population of this state 
unperturbed by the substitution, with the resulting EPR/ENDOR/photolysis characterization of this state 
that has played a central role in current understanding of the nitrogenase catalystic mechanism. In 
addition, it now appears that by strongly slowing HP at the E4 stage, the ��:843 substitution slightly 
unmasks a third reaction channel for the E4(4H) Janus intermediate that is entirely precluded by rapid HP 
during turnover of WT enzyme: the first-order reductive elimination of H2 without N2 binding/reduction, 
to form E4(2H)* (Scheme 3). 
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